Johann Bench

Length: 1285mm
Width: 245mm

The Johann bench is a longer version of the popular Johann Stool,
continuing the originalÕs minimal aesthetics. This neat perch comfortably
accommodates two people for meetings or lunch socials. Combine the
Johann Bench with a Canteen Table for eating or meeting. Scatter around
a Lean Desk or Collaboration Table for more formal working set-ups. The
BenchÕs light weight makes it easy to move and re-arrange.

Height: 454mm
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Materials

All Opendesks are made from quality, FSC-certified baltic plywood.
Coming from managed forestry itÕs good to know your desk was
sustainably grown.

License

CC BY-NC
Lets others use your design non-commercially, as long as they credit you.
Under the following terms: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bync/4.0/

Pricing

Get quotes directly from makers near you:
* Request and receive quotes (typically within 48 hours)
* Choose your preferred maker-quote and pay online
* Receive your locally-made furniture direct from the maker

Designers

Designed and shared openly by:
Johann Aussage
Ben Baker

Johann is a French designer working on interaction and product design,
currently working half of the week on a large scale project between
Craftmenship and digital prodution at Nouvelle Fabrique, Paris and the
other half teaching 3D thinking, modeling, producing with industrial
machine at ESAD saint-Žtienne.

Ben has been engrossed in both sketchbook and workshop since he
graduated with a Masters degree in Furniture Design in 2010. His
understanding of design and making allows him to improve products and
processes continuously so that the people making his designs will enjoy
them as much as the people who purchase them. If love and care can be
put into the process of making then it should become apparent in the
final outcome. Ben spends a great deal of time exploring manufacturing
methods in order to create smooth assembly rhythms which are intuitive
and satisfying for those making his designs.
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